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DISCLAIMER
The information contained in these slides and any accompanying verbal presentation, any  
question and answer session and any document or material distributed at or in connection  
with the verbal presentation (together, the “Presentation”) have not been approved by an  
authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000  
(“FSMA”). Reliance upon the Presentation for the purpose of engaging in any investment  
activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other  
assets invested or of incurring additional liability. If any person is in any doubt as to the  
contents of the Presentation, they should seek independent advice from a person who is  
authorised for the purposes of FSMA and who specialises in advising on investments of this  
kind.

The Presentation is being supplied to you solely for your information in connection with  
the proposed placing of ordinary shares in the share capital of Altitude Group plc (the
“Company”) and does not purport to contain all information that may be required to evaluate  
the Company and/or the proposed placing.  The Presentation has been prepared by,
and is the sole responsibility of the Company. The directors of the Company have taken  
all reasonable care to ensure that the facts stated herein are true to the best of their  
knowledge, information and belief.

The Presentation does not constitute, or form part of, an admission document, listing  
particulars, a prospectus or a circular relating to the Company, nor does it constitute, or  form 
part of, any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase  or 
subscribe for, any shares in the Company nor shall it or any part of it, or the fact of its
distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, or act as any inducement  
to enter into any contract. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the  
information or opinions contained in the Presentation or on its completeness, accuracy or  
fairness, nor is any responsibility accepted for any errors or misstatements in, or omission  
from, the Presentation or any direct or consequential loss however arising from any use of,  
or reliance on, the Presentation or otherwise in connection with it. The Presentation may  not 
be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in part, to any other person, or published, in  
whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior consent of the Company. The contents of  
the Presentation are confidential and are subject to updating, completion, revision, further  
verification and amendment without notice.

The Presentation is only addressed to and directed at persons in member states of the  
European Economic Area who are “qualified investors” within the meaning of Article 2(1)
(e) of the Prospectus Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC) (“Qualified Investors”). In addition,  
in the United Kingdom, the Presentation is being distributed on request only to, and is  
directed at, Qualified Investors who are also authorised persons or exempt persons within  
the meaning of FSMA or any order made thereunder or to those persons falling within the  
following articles of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion)  
Order 2005 (as amended) (the “Financial Promotion Order”): investment professionals (as  
defined in Article 19(5)) and high net worth companies (as defined in Article 49(2)) as well  
as to persons to whom distribution may otherwise lawfully be made (all such persons being  
“Relevant Persons”). Any person: (i) in the United Kingdom, who is not a Relevant Person;
and (ii) in any member state of the European Economic Area other than the United Kingdom,

who is not a Qualified Investor, should not rely on the Presentation nor take any action  
upon it but should return it immediately to the Company. The Presentation is exempt from  
the general restriction in section 21 of FSMA relating to the communication of invitations or  
inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds that it is made only to certain  
categories of persons.

The information described in the Presentation may contain certain material information that  
is confidential, price-sensitive and which has not been publicly disclosed. By accepting
the Presentation you recognise and accept that some or all of the information in the  
Presentation may be “inside information” as set out in Section 56 of the Criminal Justice  
Act 1993 (“CJA”) or as set out in Article 7 of EU Regulation 596/2014 (as applicable). You  
confirm, warrant and undertake that you will not: (i) deal in securities that are price-affected  
securities (as defined in the CJA) in relation to the insider information, encourage another  
person to deal in price-affected securities or disclose the information except as permitted  
by the CJA or before the inside information is made public; (ii) deal or attempt to deal in a  
qualifying investment or related investment (as defined in the FSMA) on the basis of the  
inside information; (iii) disclose the inside information to another person other than in the  
proper course of the exercise of your employment, profession or duties; or (iv) engage in  
behaviour based on any inside information which would amount to market abuse.

Neither the Presentation nor any copy of it should be distributed, directly or indirectly, by  
any means (including electronic transmission) to any persons with addresses in the United  
States of America (or any of its territories or possessions) (together, the “US”), Canada,  
Japan, Australia or the Republic of South Africa, or to any corporation, partnership or other  
entity created or organised under the laws thereof, or in any other country outside the  
United Kingdom where such distribution may lead to a breach of any legal or regulatory  
requirement. The recipients should inform themselves about and observe any such  
requirements or relationship. The Company’s ordinary shares have not been, and are not  
expected to be, registered under the United States Securities Act 1933, as amended, (the  
“US Securities Act”) or under the securities laws of any other jurisdiction, and are not being  
offered or sold, directly or indirectly, within or into the US, Canada, Japan, Australia or
the Republic of South Africa or to, or for the account or benefit of, any US persons or any  
national, citizen or resident of the US, Canada, Japan, Australia or the Republic of South  
Africa, unless such offer or sale would qualify for an exemption from registration under the  
US Securities Act and/or any other applicable securities laws.

The Presentation or documents referred to in it contain forward-looking statements. These  
statements relate to the future prospects developments and business strategies of the  
Company. Forward-looking statements are identified by the use of such terms as “believe”,  
“could”, “envisage”, “estimate”, “potential”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “will” or the negative of  
those, variations or comparable expressions, including references to assumptions. The  
forward-looking statements contained in the Presentation are based on current expectations  
and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially  
from those expressed or implied by those statements. If one or more of these risks or  
uncertainties materialises, or if underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the Company’s  
actual results may vary materially from those expected, estimated or projected.  Giventhese

risks and uncertainties, potential investors should not place any reliance on forward-looking  
statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of the Presentation.  
The Company is under no obligation to, and expressly disclaims any intention to, update or  
revise such forward-looking statements, estimates or projections.

No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, expressed or implied, is made  
or given by or on behalf of the Company or any of its respective directors, officers, partners,  
employees or advisers or any other person as to the accuracy or the completeness of the  
information or opinions contained herein and to the extent permitted by law no responsibility  
or liability is accepted by any of them for any such information or opinions. In particular, no  
representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of, and no  
reliance should be placed on any projections, targets, estimates or forecasts and nothing in  
the Presentation is or should be relied on as a promise or representation as to thefuture.
Nothing in the Presentation shall be effective to limit or exclude any liability which, by law or  
regulation, cannot be so limited or excluded.

finnCap Ltd (“finnCap”) is a company regulated and authorised in the United Kingdom  
by the Financial Conduct Authority. finnCap is acting exclusively for the Company as the
Company’s nominated advisor and joint broker and for no-one else in relation to thematters  
described in this Presentation and is not acting for any recipient of this Presentation and  will 
not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections
afforded to clients of finnCap nor for providing advice to any person other than theCompany  
in relation to the contents of this Presentation.  finnCap has not authorised thecontents
of, or any part of, this Presentation. No undertaking, representation, warranty or other  
assurance, expressed or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company, and/  or 
finnCap or any of each of their respective directors, officers, employees or shareholders
as to the completeness, accuracy or fairness of the information or opinions contained in the  
Presentation.

By accepting receipt of, attending any delivery of, or electronically accessing, the  
Presentation, you agree to be bound by the above limitations and conditions and, in  
particular, you represent, warrant and undertake to the Company that: (i) you are a  
Relevant Person and/or Qualified Investor (as defined above); (ii) you will not forward the  
Presentation to any other person, or reproduce or publish this document, in whole or in part,  
for any purpose; (iii) you have read and agree to comply with the contents of this disclaimer;  
and (iv) you will not at any time have any discussion, correspondence or contact concerning  
the information in this document, with any of the directors or employees of the Company
or its subsidiaries, nor with any of their suppliers, customers or sub-contractors without the  
prior written consent of theCompany.
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Seeking to raise £7 million to  
acquire AI Mastermind (AIM),  
the largest Promotional Products  
distributor group in the US, and  
for working capital to accelerate  
onboarding and engagement of  
AIM distributor members and  
suppliers.

The acquisition would enable:

• Altitude to control and  
monetise AIM’s $1.7bn
pipeline;

• accelerate the growth of 
Altitude’s business;

• bring into Altitude both the AIM  
and Altitude margin by adding
distributor fees as well as  
supplier transaction fees

• accelerate the disruption of the  
marketplace which is highly  
fragmented and currently  
inefficient

Altitude’s AIMpro TechSuite  
is already changing the
marketplace and we have seen  
good traction.

01 02 03

WHY WE ARE HERE TODAY
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INTRODUCTION AND  
MARKET OVERVIEW



CEO
Nichole Stella

• Experienced career US Promo industry  
professional

• 13 years in US Promo Industry with  
Promo Marketing Media Group; 5 years  
as President and Chief Revenue Officer

CFO
Graeme Couturier

• Previously CFO at Sorted Group,
a PE backed business in the delivery  
technology space

• Board level finance positions at Payzone  
and We Buy Any Car

• Qualified as an accountant with PWC

Non-Executive Chairman  
Peter Hallett

• Experienced public company director
• Former CFO of Redstone plc (now  

Castleton Technology plc)
• Previous FD at Texas Homecare and  

First Quench

PRESENTATION TEAM
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Altitude Group plc provides a patented technology platform (ChannlPro) to distributors  
which has a supply chain already built in and combines an e-commerce trading platform with 

a cloud based CRM and order management system

Altitude provides complete e-commerce website solutions

Manufacturers
• Manufacture the products

e.g. pens, notebooks etc.
• Largely out of China

& Bangladesh

Suppliers
• Import products into  

US/UK
• Suppliers will ‘decorate’  

the merchandise e.g. put a  
company logo onto pen

Distributors
• Sells promotional merchandise  

to end-buyers

End-buyers
• Customers can include  

SMEs to large multi-national  
corporates

Legacy business  
Exhibitions  
Publications

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS - SUPPLY CHAIN OVERVIEW
Where we add value
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A highly fragmented market
• Perceived largest player 4Imprint - less than 3% market share
• 42% of market (~$9.8bn) conducted by 22,700 distributors with revenues <$2.5m pa*

And an inefficient market structure
• Elongated inefficient supply chain
• Transactions largely initiated offline
> 88.5% of orders placed face-to-face/fax/phone/email with small distributors*
< 11.5% of orders processed online with smaller distributors

Has resulted in
• Creation of distributor groups and mid-sized operators trying to counter the threat of  

large online retailers…by far the largest of these is AI Mastermind (AIM)
• Buyer groups need access to cost effective, full service e-commerce solutions…

such as ChannlPro

* PPAI 2017 Annual sales volume estimate

Current market size

Online share

Number of product suppliers

Distributors/Resellers

$23bn*

23%

4,000

23,000

USA

US PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS MARKET
Gaining traction in niche US Market
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ALTITUDE TECHNOLOGY  
PLATFORM - CHANNLPRO



AIMPro launched in January 2018  
Significant tractionachieved
Proof of concept KPI’s in place & growing fast

Revenue model
• Revenue model based on securing the transactional pipeline ontoAIMPro.

PROVIDED AT ZERO COST TO DISTRIBUTOR/MEMBER
AIM – largest + fastest growing PPD group in US
NAPCO MEDIA – targeting US commercial printer industry

• Supplier fee % currently blended rate based on current offline dominance

• Current effective rate 2.49%* (% of SO value with contracted suppliers)

• Transaction fee % will increase as online orders grow

• Securing pipeline – access to other lucrative revenue opportunities

CHANNL | PRO  - A WHITE-LABELLED DISTRIBUTOR RESELLER CHANNEL
Combines Altitude’s CRM & order management system with ecommerce solution
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*AIM member control group



$608m
No membership model

$416m
800 “members”

$185m
Undisc members

$175m
Undisc members

$174m
Undisc members

$114m
Undisc members

$368m
Undisc members

$592m
No membership model

$1.7BN  
1917 MEMBERS

AIM members love AIM because…

• “Free” Technology AIMpro Tech Suite

• End Quantity Pricing fromAIM  
PreferredSuppliers

• Discounts on:
• Credit Card Processing Fees
• Art & Digitizing Services
• Shipping via Fed Ex
• Healthcare Insurance

• Access to Buying Club Discounts:
• Events
• Quickbooks software
• Hotels & Office Supplies and more

• Annual End-buyer Friendly Catalogue

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
AIM is by far the largest PPD member group by gross revenue in the USA (c.7.4% MarketShare)
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Since January 2018

Sales Orders

Average Order Value

$19.9m

$830

Number of orders 23,994

• Permanent US engagement team now in place
• Driving member on – boarding

• Ordering members accelerating quickly:
• CAGR 29%

ON-BOARDING  
STATUS

31 DEC 18 30 SEP 18 CHANGE

No % No % %

Placed multiple orders 207 11% 120 6% 73%

Placed first order 59 3% 44 2% 34%

Ordering Members 266 14% 164 9% 62%

On-boarded or in  
progress 508 26% 354 19% 44%

On-Boarding members 744 40% 518 28% 49%

Acquisition (Demo) 682 36% 202 11% 238%

Total Engaged  
Members 1456 76% 720 39% 102%

Total AIM Membership 1917 100% 1857 100% 3%

% Engaged Members 76% 39%

AIM MEMBER ON-BOARDING PROGRESS
Consistent usership growth on AIMProplatform

Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

300

250

200

150

100

50

0

Ordering Members (No) as at 31 Dec 2018

16
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57

114 122
143

164

222

266250



Proven that active management:
• Increases speed ofadoption
• Increases order volume
• Directly influences order frequency

We have directly impacted scalability  
via short term active member coaching  
and increasing resource

AIM MEMBER ON-BOARDING PROGRESS
Active management of AIM members increasing engagement with platform

78%
80%

of active users have  
currently placed  
multiple orders

Current  
adoption  
rate of
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SUPPLIERS ON-BOARDING PROGRESS

• Current supplier penetration as a percentage of Sales Order value  
of 37%* and growing

• AIM preferred supplier list increased to 280

• High supplier enthusiasm – aware of growth in AIM and access/exposure  
to distributors

• Data upload of product outsourced to India – enables increased supplier  
onboarding

• Supplier base leveraged in other partnerships (ThinkPromoNow)

• Increasing supplier penetration is key to driving GTR

ONBOARDED DISTRIBUTORS TRANSACTING ON AIMPRO PLATFORM WITH ONBOARDED SUPPLIERS =  
GROSS TRANSACTIONAL REVENUE FORALTITUDE

*AIM member control group

ON-BOARDING  
STATUS 31 DEC 30 SEP

No. No.

Total Contracted  
Suppliers 70 65

Total AIM Preferred  
Suppliers 280 193
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Regular interaction between AIM members and Altitude’s  
dedicated engagement team proven to lead to increasedorder  
throughout

Since the addition of the CSA Team our Ordering Member Stats have  
moved to a 35% monthly increase, with adoption rates after initial  
contact rising to 80%

• Investment in US resource personnel will enable:
• Accelerated onboarding of distributor members
• Enhanced ongoing engagement with members to encourage order  

processing and repeat orders
• Accelerated onboarding of AIM preferred suppliers

ACCELERATION OF ONBOARDING & ENGAGEMENT DRIVES  
GROWTH IN GROSS TRANSACTIONAL REVENUE

FOCUS IN 2018
Accelerate AIMPro onboarding and member engagement to our platform
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OPPORTUNITY –
ACQUIRE AI MASTERMIND



REPORTED MEMBER REVENUES AIM SUPPLIERS

AVERAGE MEMBER REVENUEAIM MEMBERS
Reach across all US states & territories and  

Canada on average 30+ new members joining  
per month

AIM MEMBER CUSTOMERS
Aim customers include globally known household  

brand names including:

MEMBERSHIP SALES

$1.66 Billion YTD  
(2017: $1.3bn) Sales

$870K2017
1500 Members /  

distributors by the  
end of 2017

2018
1917 Members /
distributors as of
November 2018

Nearly 20% revenue YOY
417 member increase c. 23% increase in membership

AIM OVERVIEW
AIM is the largest and fastest growing distributor group in the U.S.

492 members
reported $500k
to $1 million in  
annual sales

454 members
reported over $1 Million

in annual sales

57 members
reported over

$5 million in  
annual sales

280
PREFERRED

VENDORS
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AIM MEMBERSHIP GROWTH
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Combined AIM MemberRevenues

AIM Member

AIM MEMBERS  
CAGR

74%
AIM MEMBER  
REVENUES  
CAGR

87%
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WHY ACQUIRE AIM?

ALTITUDE CONTROLS & CAN 
MONETISE THE ENTIRE
$1.7bn PIPELINE

Access and enhance distributor membership fee revenue
• Existing $59/mth AIM membership fee – enables monetisationof  

distributors and suppliers
• Introduce tiered membership pricing model – material fee revenue uplift

Supplier revenue secured
• Monthly distributor order data sync ensures onboarded suppliers are 

billed accurately on and timely basis

• Additional services increases potential transaction fees & 
rebates to both supplier & AIM Member

• Ensures distributor member AIMPro throughput
• Secures AIM partnership in perpetuity (currently 4 year deal)
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MONETISING THE $1.7BN PIPELINE
Membership Fee Revenue

AIM members already requesting tiered membership options with enhanced services and benefits

CURRENT $59 AIM membership Fee
Current member benefits package Current members 1,917 $1.3m $0.8m $0.5m
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POTENTIAL
AIM BASIC - Included in $59
AIM  membership Fee
Current member benefits package

Current revenue $0.5m

AIM MARKETERPRO - $59 
+ 3%* of gross  member
revenue
• Marketing Tools
• Technology Tools Incremental revenue potential up to $51m

AIM SALESPRO - $59 + 
6%* of gross  member
revenue
• All of the Above + 
• Business & Customer Service

Assistance
• Sales Administrative Assistance

Incremental revenue potential up to $102m

No Total Fees pa Recruit Partner AIM REV

*Cash Back Program - 1% back to Distributors on all purchases made through “In Network Suppliers”



MOVE TO TIERED MEMBERSHIP
Fees Captured from both Member & Supplier

AIM BASIC Tier 1
• Current member benefits package

Cost to member = $59 per month

AIM MARKETERPRO Tier 2
All of Tier 1 plus…
• Marketing Tools
• Technology Tools 

Cost to member = $59 per month + 3% on  
gross of all sales

AIM SALESPRO Tier 3
All of Tier 2 plus…
• Business & Customer Service 

Assistance
• Sales Administrative Assistance

Cost to member = $59 per month + 6% on  
gross of all sales

TIERED MEMBER BENEFITS & SERVICES

Tier 1
AIM Member

Tier 2
AIM Member

Tier 3
AIM Member

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

$59 per month

$59 per month

$59 per month

Altitude

Altitude

Altitude

3%-6% of
supply order  
value

3%-6% of
supply order  
value

3%-6% of
supply order  
value

1 % returned to distributor  
if preferred supplier used

1 % returned to distributor  
if preferred supplier used

+3% of gross order value

+6% of gross order value

Order

Order

Order
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Acquisition Summary

Simply stated the acquisition means:

• We own & control the pipeline

• The pipeline is $1.7 billion and growing

• We have built a technology solution that can analyse all of the quotes, 
purchasing, pricing and supplier performance data. Providing even further 
monetisation opportunities 

• Incremental blended fees from distributors which are in addition to the existing 
fees charged to suppliers. This acquisition will accelerate the higher fee levels 
from both supplier & member
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TRANSACTION SUMMARY
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Acquire the business assets and undertakings of 
Advertising  Industry Mastermind Group LLC (“AIM”) 
for US$ 5.0m (~ £4.0m)

• $3.5m cash consideration
• $0.75m paid in shares (lock-in)
• $0.5m deferred purchase consideration
• $0.25m retention
• $5.0m Total AIM Consideration

AIM founder (Jamie Coggeshall) to be retained as 
President of  AIM with a 3 year commitment
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FUNDRAISE & TIMETABLE



FUNDRAISE AND TIMETABLE

Equity raise of £7.0 million:

• US$ 4.25m cash consideration from AIM (~ £3.4M)
• US$ 3.75m working capital (~ £3.2M)
• US$ 0.5m transaction fees (~ £0.4M)
• Increase in US operational resource to:

• accelerate onboarding and engagement of AIM members;
• to leverage opportunity afforded by acquisition of AIM

Shares in Issue* 54,689,634

Shares Price* 77p

Market Capitalisation* £42.1m
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Timetable:

Roadshow  
Bookbuild and close
Announce and post Circular  
First Admission
General Meeting  
Second Admission

7 Jan – 10 Jan
11 Jan
14 Jan
16 Jan
30 Jan
31 Jan

• Director participation c.£265k*
• Acquisition will complete after First Admission
• Irrevocables secured over 42.77% of Issued

Share Capital

*Correct as at LSE market close on 4 January 2019

* Director participation breakdown (appox.):
- Martin Varley £100k
- Peter Hallett £50k
- Keith Edelman £75-100k
- Graeme Couturier £15k

Nikki Stella is not able to participate at this time due to US securities restrictions 
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APPENDIX



ALTITUDE FINANCIALS
Currently unreflective of AIM potential

REVENUE

Technology

Saas revenues Monthly subscription fees / legacy model

Throughput revenues AIM revenues materialising in H2

AdProducts

UK print business acquired June 2017

Exhbs & Publications

Legacy business Declining (as forecast) historic cash cow

EBITA

H1 EBITA decline attributable to legacy exhibs & publications  
Opex investment in the US – US engagement team

BALANCE SHEET

Unamortised software development £1.1m  
investing circa £0.6m pa on dev
No Bank Debt
Cash at half year - £1.3m.
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UNAUDITED AUDITED
H1 H1 FULL YEAR

2018 2017 2017

£m £m £m

REVENUE

Sass 1.0 1.1 2.3

Throughput 0.1 0.1 0.1

Technology 1.1 1.2 2.4

AdProducts 2.0 0.3 2.1

Exhibs & Publications 0.7 1.5 1.5

TOTAL REVENUE 3.8 3.0 6.0

ADJUSTED EBITA 0.2 0.4 1.0

US Opex investment (0.5) - (0.1)

REPORTED (0.3) 0.4 0.9

BALANCE SHEET

EQUITY/NET ASSETS 5.4 4.8 4.4

Cash 1.3 2.1 2.0

Net debt Nil Nil Nil
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THANK YOU


